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Abstract
Multimodal learning has shown promising
performance in content-based recommenda-
tion due to the auxiliary user and item in-
formation of multiple modalities such as text
and images. However, the problem of incom-
plete and missing modality is rarely explored
and most existing methods fail in learning a
recommendation model with missing or cor-
rupted modalities. In this paper, we propose
LRMM, a novel framework that mitigates not
only the problem of missing modalities but
also more generally the cold-start problem of
recommender systems. We propose modality
dropout (m-drop) and a multimodal sequen-
tial autoencoder (m-auto) to learn multimodal
representations for complementing and imput-
ing missing modalities. Extensive experiments
on real-world Amazon data show that LRMM
achieves state-of-the-art performance on rating
prediction tasks. More importantly, LRMM is
more robust to previous methods in alleviating
data-sparsity and the cold-start problem.
1 Introduction
Recommender systems (RS) are useful filtering
tools which aid customers in a personalized way to
make better purchasing decisions and whose rec-
ommendations are based on the customer’s pref-
erences and purchasing histories. Recommender
systems can be roughly divided into collabora-
tive filtering (CF) (Koren et al., 2009) or content-
based filtering (CBF) (Pazzani and Billsus, 2007)
methods. CF-based methods predict the product
preference of users based on their previous pur-
chasing and reviewing behavior by computing la-
tent representations of users and products. Stan-
dard matrix factorization (MF) and its variants are
widely used in CF approaches (Koren et al., 2009).
While CF-based approaches were demonstrated to
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Figure 1: Examples of typical multimodal product
data from online retailers: image, title, descrip-
tion, reviews, star ratings. The cold-start problem
is present in cases (b) and (c) where neither review
text nor ratings are available.
perform well in many application domains (Ricci
et al., 2015), these methods are based solely on the
sparse user-item rating matrix and, therefore, suf-
fer from the so-called cold-start problem (Schein
et al., 2002; Huang and Lin, 2016; Wang et al.,
2017) as shown in Figure 1(b)+(c). For new users
without a rating history and newly added products
with few or no ratings, the systems fail to generate
high-quality personalized recommendations.
Alternatively, CBF approaches incorporate aux-
iliary modalities/information such as product de-
scriptions, images, and user reviews to alleviate
the cold-start problem by leveraging the correla-
tions between multiple data modalities. Unfor-
tunately, a pure CBF method often suffers diffi-
culties in generating a recommendation on incom-
plete and missing data (Sedhain et al., 2015; Wang
et al., 2016b; Volkovs et al., 2017; Garcı´a-Dura´n
et al., 2018).
In this work, a multimodal imputation frame-
work (LRMM) is proposed to make RS robust
to incomplete and missing modalities. First,
LRMM learns multimodal correlations (Ngiam
et al., 2011; Srivastava and Salakhutdinov, 2012;
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Wang et al., 2016a, 2018) from product images,
product metadata (title+description), and product
reviews. We propose modality dropout (m-drop)
which randomly drops representations of some
data modalities. In combination with the modal-
ity dropout approach, a sequential autoencoder (m-
auto) for multi-modal data is trained to reconstruct
missing modalities and, at test time, is used to im-
pute missing modalities through its learned recon-
struction function.
Multimodal imputation for recommender sys-
tems is a non-trivial issue. (1) Existing RS meth-
ods usually assume that all data modalities are
available during training and inference. In prac-
tice, however, incomplete and missing data modal-
ities are very common. (2) At its core it addresses
the cold-start problem. In the context of missing
modalities, cold-start can be viewed as missing
user or item preference information.
With this paper we make the following contri-
butions:
• For the first time, we introduce multimodal
imputation in the context of recommender
systems.
• We reformulate the data-sparsity and cold-
start problem when data modalities are miss-
ing.
• We show that the proposed method achieves
state-of-the-art results and is competitive
with or outperforms existing methods on
multiple data sets.
• We conduct additional extensive experiments
to empirically verify that our approach alle-
viates the missing data modalities problem.
The rest of paper is structured as follows: Sec-
tion 2 introduces our proposed methods. Section 3
describes the experiments and reports on the em-
pirical results. In section 4 we discuss the method
and its advantages and disadvantages, and in sec-
tion 5 we discuss related work. Section 6 con-
cludes this work.
2 Proposed Methods
The general framework of LRMM is depicted in
Figure 2. There are two objectives for LRMM:
(1) learning multimodal embeddings that capture
inter-modal correlations, complementing missing
modalities (Sec. 2.1); (2) learning intra-modal
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Figure 2: Overview of LRMM. It adopts CNN for
visual embeddings (pink part) and three LSTMs
for textual embeddings of user review text (red
part), item review text (green part) and item meta-
data (blue part), respectively. The generative (au-
toencoder) model is used to reconstruct modality-
specific embeddings and impute missing modality.
Missing user and item review text lead to user- and
item-based cold-start respectively.
distributions where missing modalities are recon-
structed via a missing modality imputation mech-
anism (sec. 2.2 and 2.3).
2.1 Learning Multimodal Embeddings
We denote a user u having k review texts as
ru=(ruo1 , r
u
o2 , ..., r
u
ok
) where ruoi represents review
text written by u for item oi. An item o is denoted
as ro=(rou1 , r
o
u2 , ..., r
o
up) where r
o
uj represents the
review text written by user uj for item o. Follow-
ing Zheng et al. (2017), to represent each user and
item, the reviews of u and o are concatenated into
one review history document:
Du = ruo1 ⊕ ruo2⊕, ...,⊕ruok (1)
Do = rou1 ⊕ rou2⊕, ...,⊕roup (2)
where ⊕ is the concatenation operator. Similarly,
the metadata of each item o can be represented as
Dm. For readability, we use u, o,m, v to denote
user, item, metadata, and the image modality, re-
spectively.
For text-based representation learning for user
and item, unlike Zheng et al. (2017) in which
CNNs (Convolutional Neural Networks) with
Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) are employed,
our method treats text as sequential data and learns
embeddings over word sequences by maximizing
the following probabilities:
p(xg1, ...,x
g
T ) =
∏T g
t=1
p(xgt |xg1, ...,xgt−1) (3)
p(xgt |xg1, ...,xgt−1) = p(xgt |egt ) (4)
egt =Mg(egt−1,xgt ;Θg) (5)
where Mg, g ∈ {u, o,m} is a recurrent model
and (xg1, ...,x
g
T ) is the word sequence of either re-
view or metadata text, each xgt ∈ V and V is a
vocabulary set. T g is the length of input and out-
put sequence and egt is the hidden state computed
from the corresponding LSTM (Long Short Term
Memory) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) by:
it
ft
ot
gt
 =

sigm
sigm
sigm
tanh
W( xtht−1
)
(6)
ct = ft  ct−1 + it  gt (7)
ht = ot  tanh(ct) (8)
where it, ft and ot are input, forget and output gate
respectively, ct is memory cell, ht is the hidden
output that we used for computing user or item
embedding eg, g ∈ {u, o,m}.
As we treat each text document Dg as a word
sequence of length T g, we adopt average pooling
on word embeddings for each modality to obtain
document-level representations:
eg =
∑
t∈T g , g∈{u,o,m} e
g
t
T g
(9)
Visual embeddings ev are extracted with a pre-
trained CNN and transformed by a function f
ev = f(CNN(I,Θc);Θf ), (10)
where Θf ∈ R4096×d to ensure ev has same di-
mension as the user eu, item eo, and metadata
embedding em. The multimodal joint embedding
then can be learned by a shared layer and used for
making a prediction:
sˆ = fs(Ws(e
u ⊕ eo ⊕ em ⊕ ev) + bs) (11)
where fs : R4×d → R1, parameterized with Ws
and bs, is a scoring function to map the multi-
modal joint embedding to a rating score.
2.2 Modality Dropout
Modality dropout (m-drop) is designed to re-
move a data modality during training according to
some parametric distribution. This is motivated
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Figure 3: Missing modality imputation. (a) Full
training data, (b) m-drop randomly drops modali-
ties, (c) m-auto learns to reconstruct missing data
based on existing data. (d) Inference with miss-
ing modalities. Dropping user and item view is
equivalent to learning models being able to ad-
dress cold-start problem.
by dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014) which ran-
domly masks hidden layer activations to zero to
increase the generalization capability of the under-
lying model. More formally, m-drop changes the
original feed-forward equation:
Z(L+1) = ϕ(W(L+1))X(L) + b(L+1)) (12)
being able to randomly drop modality by:
r(L) ∼ Bernoulli (pm) (13)
k(L) ∼ Bernoulli (1− 1/nm) (14)
X˜(L) = (X(L)  r(L)) k(L) (15)
Z(L+1) = ϕ(W(L+1))X˜(L) + b(L+1)) (16)
where each sample X1 = x1, ..., xnm and nm is
the number of modalities. r(L) is a vector of inde-
pendent Bernoulli random variables each of which
has probability pm of being 1. k(L) is a vector of
independent variables which indicate the dropout
on modality with a given probability. ϕ(·) is an
activation function.
Figure 3 (a-b) shows how m-drop works. Note
the differences between modality dropout (m-
drop) and original dropout: (1) m-drop targets
specifically the multimodal scenario where some
modalities are completely missing; and (2) m-drop
is performed on the input layer (L ≡ 0).
2.3 Mutlimodal Sequential Autoencoder
The autoencoder has been used in prior work (Sed-
hain et al., 2015; Strub et al., 2016) to reconstruct
missing elements (mostly ratings) in recommender
systems. This is equivalent to the case of miss-
ing at random (MAR). For MAR, it is rare to
have a continuous large block of missing entries
(Tran et al., 2017). Differently, in recommending
with missing modality, the missing entries typi-
cally occur in a large continuous block. For in-
stance, an extreme case is the absence of all item
reviews and ratings (data sparsity is 100%, leading
to the so-called item cold-start problem). Exist-
ing methods (Lee and Seung, 2000; Koren, 2008;
Marlin, 2003; Wang and Blei, 2011; McAuley
and Leskovec, 2013; Li et al., 2017; Zheng et al.,
2017) have difficulties when entire data modalities
are missing during the training and/or inference
stages.
To address this limitation, we propose a
multimodal sequence autoencoder (m-auto) to
impute textual sequential embeddings and vi-
sual embeddings for the missing modalities.
Modality-specific autoencoders are placed be-
tween the modality-specific encoders (i.e., CNN
and LSTMs) and the shared layer (equation
11). The reconstruction layers, therefore, can
capture the inter-modal and intra-modal correla-
tions. More formally, for each data modality
g ∈ {u, o,m, v}, the modality-specific encoder is
given as
eghid = sigm(W
g
vhe
g
in + b
g
vh) (17)
and the modality-decoder is given as
egrecon =
1
T g
∑
t∈T g
sigm(Wghve
g
hid + b
g
hv) (18)
where Wvh ∈ Rd×dh and Whv ∈ Rdh×d
are weights, bvh, bhv are biases receptively
for visible-to-hidden, and hidden-to-visible lay-
ers. egin, e
g
hid present the original, hidden
word-level embeddings, and egrecon is the recon-
structed document-level embeddings. The eg is a
modality-specific embedding.
m-auto is different from previous reconstruction
models(Sedhain et al., 2015; Strub et al., 2016) in
that its reconstructions are based on inter-modal
and intra-modal correlations in the context of mul-
timodal learning.
2.4 Model Optimization
The optimization of the network is formulated
as a regression problem by minimizing the mean
squared error (MSE) loss Lreg:
Lreg = 1|D|
∑
(u,o,m,v)∈D
(ˆs−s)2+λ ‖ Θr ‖2 (19)
where sˆ and s are the predicted and truth rating
scores. |D| is dataset size , λ is weight decay pa-
rameter and Θr is regression model parameters.
To constrain the representations to be compact in
reconstruction, a penalty term is utilized
H =
hn∑
i=1
log
ρ
ρˆi
+ (1− ρ) log 1− ρ
1− ρˆi (20)
where ρ and ρˆ are sparsity parameters and aver-
age activation of hidden unit i, hn is the number
of hidden units. The reconstruction loss for each
modality is now
Lgrecon =
1
|D|
∑
g∈{u,o,m,v}
‖egrecon − egin‖2
+ λρ
∑
g∈{u,o,m,v}
Hg
(21)
where λρ is a sparsity regularization term. The
objective of the entire model is then
L = αLreg + β
∑
g∈{u,o,m,v}
Lgrecon (22)
where α and β are learnable parameters. The
model is learned in an end-to-end fashion through
back-prorogation (LeCun et al., 1989).
3 Experiments
This section evaluates LRMM on rating prediction
tasks with real-world datasets. We firstly compare
LRMM with recent methods (sec. 3.4), then we
empirically show the effectiveness of LRMM in
alleviating the cold-start, the incomplete/missing
data, and the data sparsity problem (sec. 3.5-3.8).
3.1 Datasets and Evaluation Metrics
We conducted experiments on the Amazon
dataset (McAuley et al., 2015; He and McAuley,
2016)1, which is widely used for the study of rec-
ommender systems. It consists of different modal-
ities such as text, image, and numerical data. We
used 4 out of 21 categories: Sports and Out-
doors (S&O), Health and Personal Care (H&P),
Movies and TV, Electronics. Some statistics of the
datasets are listed in Table 1. We randomly split
each dataset into 80% training, 10% validation,
and 10% test data. Each input instance consists of
four parts x(i)=(x(i)u ,x
(i)
o ,x
(i)
m ,x
(i)
v ), where x
(i)
u
and x(i)i are the concatenated reviews of users and
items in the training data. V is the vocabulary that
was built based on reviews and metadata on the
training data. Words with an absolute frequency
of at least 20 are included in the vocabulary.
1http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/amazon/
Table 1: Datasets
Dataset S&O H&P Movie Electronics
Users 35494 38599 111149 192220
Items 16415 17909 27019 59782
Samples 272453 336769 974582 1614105
|V| 42095 47476 160117 198598
To evaluate the proposed models on the task
of rating prediction, we employed two metrics,
namely, Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)
RMSE =
√√√√ 1|D| ∑
(u,o,m,v)∈D
(ˆsi,j − si,j)2 (23)
and Mean Absolute Error (MAE)
MAE =
1
|D|
∑
(u,o,m,v)∈D
|ˆsi,j − si,j | (24)
where sˆi,j and si,j represent the predicted rating
score and ground truth rating score that user i gave
to item j.
3.2 Baselines and Competing Methods
We compare our models with several baselines2.
The baselines can be categorized into three groups.
(1) Matrix factorization: NMF (Lee and Seung,
2000) and SVD++ (Koren, 2008).
(2) Topic model methods: URP (Marlin, 2003),
CTR (Wang and Blei, 2011), HFT (McAuley
and Leskovec, 2013) and RMR (Ling et al.,
2014).
(3) Deep learning models: NRT (Li et al., 2017)
and DeepCoNN (Zheng et al., 2017), which
are current state-of-the-art approaches.
We also include a naive method—Offset
(McAuley and Leskovec, 2013) which sim-
ply takes the average across all training ratings.
3.3 Implementation
We implemented LRMM with Theano3. The
weights for the non-recurrent layer were
2To make a fair comparison, implemented baselines are
trained with grid search (for NMF and SVD++, regularization
[0.0001, 0.0005, 0.001], learning rate [0.0005, 0.001, 0.005,
0.01]. For HFT, regularization [0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1],
lambda [0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1]). For DeepCoNN, we use the sug-
gested default parameters. The best scores are reported.
3http://www.deeplearning.net/software/
theano/
initialized by drawing from the interval[
−
√
6
Nin+Nout
,
√
6
Nin+Nout
]
(N is the num-
ber of units) uniformly at random. We used 1024
hidden units for the autoencoder. The LSTMs
have 256 hidden units and the internal weights
W are orthogonally initialized (Saxe et al.,
2014). We used a batch size of 256, λ = 0.0001,
sparsity parameter ρ = 0.05, λρ = 0.01, an
initial learning rate of 0.0001 and a dropout rate
of 0.5 after the recurrent layer. The models were
optimized with ADADELTA (Zeiler, 2012). The
length of the user, item and meta-data document
Du, Do, and Dmo were fixed to L = 100. We
truncated documents with more than 100 words.
The image features are extracted from the first
fully-connected layer of CNN on ImageNet
(Russakovsky et al., 2015).
We implemented NMF and SVD++ with the
SurPrise package4. Offset and HFT were imple-
mented by modifying authors’ implementation5.
For DeepCoNN, we adapted the implementation
from (Chen et al., 2018)6. The numbers of other
methods are taken from Li et al. (2017).
3.4 Compare with State-of-the-art
First, we compare LRMM with state-of-the-art
methods listed in Sec. 3.2. In this setting, LRMM
is trained with all data modalities and tested with
different missing modality regimes. Table 2 lists
the results on the four datasets. By leveraging mul-
timodal correlations, LRMM significantly outper-
forms MF-based models (i.e. NMF, SVD++) and
topic-based methods (i.e., URP, CTR, RMR, and
HFT). LRMM also outperforms recent deep learn-
ing models (i.e., NRT, DeepCoNN) with respect to
almost all metrics.
LRMM is the only method with a robust per-
formance for the cold-start recommendation prob-
lem where user review or item review texts are
removed. While the cold-start recommendation
is more challenging, LRMM(-U) and LRMM(-
O) are still able to achieve a similar performance
to the baselines in the standard recommendation
setting. For example, RMSE 1.101 (LRMM(-
O)) to 1.107 (NRT) on Electronics, MAE 0.680
(LRMM(-O)) to 0.667 (DeepCoNN)on S&O.
We conjecture that the cross-modality dependen-
4http://surpriselib.com/
5http://cseweb.ucsd.edu/˜jmcauley/
code/code_RecSys13.tar.gz
6https://github.com/chenchongthu/
DeepCoNN
Table 2: Comparison on datasets with the baselines. ‘+F’: tested with all modalities(U,O,M,V), ‘-X’:
dropping one modality, ‘-U’ and ‘-O’: user and item cold-start scenario.
Dataset S&O H&P Movie Electronics
Models RMSE MAE RMSE MAE RMSE MAE RMSE MAE
Offset 0.979 0.769 1.247 0.882 1.389 0.933 1.401 0.928
NMF 0.948 0.671 1.059 0.761 1.135 0.794 1.297 0.904
SVD++ 0.922 0.669 1.026 0.760 1.049 0.745 1.194 0.847
URP - - - - 1.006 0.764 1.126 0.860
RMR - - - - 1.005 0.741 1.123 0.822
HFT 0.924 0.659 1.040 0.757 0.997 0.735 1.110 0.807
DeepCoNN 0.943 0.667 1.045 0.746 1.014 0.743 1.109 0.797
NRT - - - - 0.985 0.702 1.107 0.806
LRMM(+F) 0.886 0.624 0.988 0.708 0.983 0.716 1.052 0.766
LRMM(-U) 0.936 0.719 1.058 0.782 1.086 0.821 1.138 0.900
LRMM(-O) 0.931 0.680 1.039 0.805 1.074 0.855 1.101 0.864
LRMM(-M) 0.887 0.625 0.989 0.710 0.991 0.725 1.053 0.766
LRMM(-V) 0.886 0.624 0.989 0.708 0.991 0.725 1.052 0.766
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Figure 4: Performance with reduced reviews (rat-
ings) on S&O dataset. (% : performance drops for
SVD++ (in blue) and LRMM(+F) (in green))
cies (Srivastava and Salakhutdinov, 2012) make
LRMM more robust when modalities are missing.
Table 5 lists some randomly selected rating pre-
dictions. Similar to Table 2, missing user (-U) and
item (-O) preference significantly deteriorates the
performance.
3.5 Cold-Start Recommendation
Prior work (McAuley and Leskovec, 2013; Zhang
et al., 2017) has considered users (items) with
sparse preference information as the cold-start
problem (e.g., Figure 1(d)), that is, where there
is still some information available. In practice,
preference information could be missing in larger
quantities or even be entirely absent (e.g., Fig-
ure 1(b-c)). In this situation, the aforementioned
methods are not applicable as they require some
data to work with. In this experiment, we exam-
ine how LRMM leverages modality correlations to
alleviate the data sparsity problem when training
data becomes even sparser. To this end, we train
models for the item cold-start problem by reduc-
ing the number of reviews (for LRMM) and rat-
ings (for NMF and SVD++) of each item in the
training set.
Figure 4 demonstrates the robustness of LRMM
when the training data becomes more sparse. Note
that NMF and SVD++ fail to train models when
there is no ratings data available. In contrast,
LRMM is trained by leveraging item images and
metadata even if item reviews are completely
missing for a product. The average number of re-
views per item on this dataset is 16.7. Reducing
the number of ratings to 5 severely degrades the
performance of NMF, SVD++, and LRMM. How-
ever, LRMM remains rather stable in maintaining
good performance when considering the perfor-
mance degradation at 5, 1, and 0 reviews (ratings),
respectively. One interesting observation is that,
with a reduced number of reviews, the product
metadata plays a more and more important role in
maintaining the performance: LRMM(-V) is close
to LRMM(+F) in Figure 4 while the gap between
LRMM(-M) and LRMM(+F) is large.
3.6 Missing Modality Imputation
The proposed m-drop and m-auto methods al-
low LRMM to be more robust to missing data
modalities. Table 3 lists the results of train-
Table 3: The performance of training with missing
modality imputation.
Dataset S&O H&P
Models RMSE MAE RMSE MAE
LRMM(+F) 0.997 0.790 1.131 0.912
LRMM(-U) 0.998 0.795 1.132 0.914
LRMM(-O) 0.999 0.796 1.133 0.917
LRMM(-M) 0.998 0.797 1.133 0.913
LRMM(-V) 0.997 0.791 1.132 0.913
(a) ev (b) eu (c) eo (d) em
Figure 5: Visualization of embeddings (blue) and
reconstructed embeddings (red)
ing LRMM with missing data modalities for the
modality dropout ratio pm = 0.5 on the S&O
and H&P datasets, respectively. Both RMSE and
MAE of LRMM deteriorate but are still com-
parable to the MF-based approaches NMF and
SVD++. However, the proposed method LRMM
is robust to missing data in both training and in-
ference stages, a problem rarely addressed by ex-
isting approaches. In Figure 5, we visualized
the modality-specific embeddings and their re-
constructed embeddings of 100 randomly selected
samples with t-SNE (van der Maaten and Hinton,
2008). The plots suggest that it is more challeng-
ing to reconstruct item metadata and image em-
beddings as compared to the user or item embed-
dings. One possible explanation is that some se-
lected metadata contains noisy data (e.g., “ISBN
- 9780963235985”, “size: 24 ×46” and “Dimen-
sions: 15W× 22H”) for which visual data is more
diverse. This would increase the difficulty of in-
corporating visual data into the embeddings.
3.7 The Effect of Text Length
To alleviate the data sparsity problem, existing
work (McAuley and Leskovec, 2013; Zhang et al.,
2017) concatenates review texts and utilizes topic
modeling (e.g. HFT) or CNNs combined with
Word2Vec (e.g. DeepCoNN) to learn user or item
embeddings. Differently, LRMM treats the con-
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Figure 6: RMSE and MAE with varied text lengths
on S&O and H&P datasets.
catenated reviews as sequential data and learns se-
quence embeddings with RNNs. In this experi-
ment, we show that learning sequential embedding
is beneficial on sparse data because it is unnec-
essary to exploit all reviews so as to reach good
performance. Figure 6 shows the performance of
LRMM with varied word sequence lengths. In
general, sequence embeddings learned with larger
length achieve better performance. Note that,
by considering a certain amount of words (e.g.
L=50), LRMM is able to achieve a result as good
as accounting more words (e.g. L=100 or 200).
Although this is dataset-dependent to some de-
gree, e.g., LRMM (L=200) improves RMSE and
MAE in a certain margin as compared to L=100
on the H&P data, it demonstrates the superiority
of sequential user or item embeddings as com-
pared to topic and CNN+Word2Vec embeddings
on more sparse data as shown in Table 2.
3.8 Cross-Domain Adaptation
To consider an even more challenging situation we
explore cases where the full training set is miss-
ing. Inspired by the recent success of domain
adaptation (DA) (Csurka, 2017), a special form
of transfer learning (Pan and Yang, 2010; Weiss
et al., 2016), we perform the recommendation task
on the target domain test set Dttest (e.g., “Sport”)
but with the model C trained on a different do-
main training set Dstrain (e.g. “Movie”). This
is achieved by extracting the multimodal embed-
dings on the source domain and by performing
prediction on the target domain. Table 4 shows the
performance of LRMM when performing adapta-
tion from larger datasets to smaller datasets. Al-
though the performance is not as good as onDstest,
LRMM is still able to obtain decent results even
Table 4: Cross-Domain Adaptation with LRMM
Ds → Dt +F -U -O -M -V
Movie→S&O 1.061 1.013 1.071 1.061 1.062
Movie→H&P 1.190 1.140 1.170 1.190 1.190
Elect.→S&O 1.072 1.012 1.088 1.073 1.073
Elect.→H&P 1.191 1.137 1.180 1.191 1.192
Table 5: Exemplary rating prediction on S&O
datatset. ‘T’ means true ratings, the best predic-
tion is in blue, the worst prediction is in red.
Item image T +F -U -O -M -V
3 3.18 3.97 3.48 3.03 3.28
3 3.36 4.07 3.5 3.33 3.27
5 4.63 4.50 4.36 4.60 4.63
3 3.11 3.77 3.49 3.44 3.57
4 4.00 4.31 3.87 3.92 4.02
Table 6: Examples on H&P datatset with domain
adaptation. The model is trained on Movie dataset.
Item image T +F -U -O -M -V
4 4.01 4.18 3.70 4.04 4.05
2 2.58 3.85 2.82 2.82 2.76
3 2.97 4.33 2.77 2.99 2.96
4 4.09 3.68 4.14 4.09 4.04
5 4.99 4.39 4.47 4.94 5.01
without using training data Dttrain. Table 6 shows
some example rating predictions on DA for dif-
ferent categories of products. It demonstrates the
strong generalization capability of DA from one
product category to another.
4 Discussion
Empirically, we have shown that multimodal
learning (+F) plays an important role in mit-
igating the problems associated with missing
data/modality and, in particular, those associated
with the cold-start problem (-U and -O) of recom-
mender systems. The proposed method LRMM
is in line and grounded in recent developments
(e.g. DeepCoNN, NRT) to incorporate multi-
modal data. LRMM distinguishes itself from pre-
vious methods: (1) the cold-start problem is refor-
mulated in the context of missing modality; (2) A
novel multimodal imputation method which con-
sists of m-drop and m-auto is proposed to learn
models more robust to missing data modalities in
both the training and inference stages.
5 Related Work
Collaborative filtering (CF) is the most commonly
used approach for recommender systems. CF
methods generally utilize the item-user feedback
matrix. Matrix factorization (MF) is the most
popular CF method (Koren et al., 2009) due to
its simplicity, performance, and high accuracy as
demonstrated in previous work (Chen et al., 2015).
Another strength of MF, making it widely used
in recommender systems, is that side informa-
tion other than existing ratings can easily be in-
tegrated into the model to further increase its ac-
curacy. Such information includes social network
data (Li et al., 2015; Lagun and Agichtein, 2015;
Zhao et al., 2016; Xiao et al., 2017), locations of
users and items (Lu et al., 2017) and visual appear-
ance (He and McAuley, 2016; Salakhutdinov and
Mnih, 2007) proposed Probabilistic Matrix Factor-
ization (PMF) which extends MF to a probabilis-
tic linear model with Gaussian noise. Following
PMF, there are many extensions (Salakhutdinov
et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2013; Zheng et al., 2016;
Zhang et al., 2016; He et al., 2016b, 2017) aiming
to improve its accuracy.
Unfortunately, CF methods suffer from the
cold-start problem when dealing with new items
or users without rich information. Content based
filtering (CBF) (Pazzani and Billsus, 2007), on
the other hand, is able to alleviate the cold-start
problem by taking auxiliary product and user in-
formation (texts, images, videos, etc.) into con-
sideration. Recently, several approaches (Alma-
hairi et al., 2015; Xu et al., 2014; He et al., 2014;
Tan et al., 2016) were proposed to consider the in-
formation of review text to address the data spar-
sity problem which leads to the cold-start prob-
lem. The topic model (e.g. LDA (Blei et al.,
2003)) based approaches including CTR (Wang
and Blei, 2011), HFT (McAuley and Leskovec,
2013), RMR (Ling et al., 2014), TriRank (He
et al., 2015), and sCVR (Ren et al., 2017) achieve
significant improvements compared to previous
work on recommender systems.
Inspired by the recent success of deep learn-
ing techniques (Krizhevsky et al., 2012; He et al.,
2016a), some deep network based recommen-
dation approaches have been introduced (Wang
et al., 2015; Sedhain et al., 2015; Wang et al.,
2016b; Seo et al., 2017; Xue et al., 2017; Zhang
et al., 2017). Deep cooperative neural network
(Deep-CoNN) (Zheng et al., 2017) was introduced
to learn a joint representation from items and
users using two coupled network for rating pre-
diction. It is the first approach to represent users
and items in a joint manner with review text.
TransNets (Catherine and Cohen, 2017) extends
Deep-CoNN by introducing an additional latent
layer representing the user-item pair. NRT (Li
et al., 2017) is a method for rating prediction and
abstractive tips generation (Zhou et al., 2017). A
four-layer neural network was used for rating re-
gression model. NRT outperforms the state-of-
the-art methods on rating prediction. There is a
large body of work for recommender systems and
we refer the reader to for surveys of state-of-the-
art CF based approaches, CBF methods, and deep
learning based methods, respectively (Shi et al.,
2014; Lops et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2017).
Our work differs from previous work in that we
simultaneously address various types of missing
data together with the data-sparsity and cold-start
problems.
6 Conclusion
We presented LRMM, a framework that improves
the performance and robustness of recommender
systems under missing data. LRMM makes novel
contributions in two ways: multimodal imputa-
tion and jointly alleviating the missing modality,
data sparsity, and cold-start problem for recom-
mender systems. It learns to recommend when
entire modalities are missing by leveraging inter-
and intra-modal correlations from data through the
proposed m-drop and m-auto methods. LRMM
achieves state-of-the-art performance on multiple
data sets. Empirically, we analyzed LRMM in dif-
ferent data sparsity regimes and demonstrated the
effectiveness of LRMM. We aim to explore a gen-
eralized domain adaptation approach for recom-
mender systems with missing data modalities.
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